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Trade Update – June 2021  

‘Concerned About A Speed Bump’ 
 

Markets have continued their upward momentum at the start of June in what is traditionally a 

weak month coming into the end of the Financial Year with portfolios being reshuffled, tax loss 

selling etc. 

Central Banks remain confident that inflation will not exceed targeted levels, and with markets 

legging higher it suggests that until now the broader market has been in agreement.  However 

conviction in this assessment would appear to be wavering as evidenced by a shift in rhetoric 

and a steepening in the short end of the yield curve implying credit markets believe rates may 

rise sooner than anticipated.  The recent US 5% inflation figure that was initially brushed off by 

markets as transitory may well have precipitated this uncertainty along with robust domestic 

employment data showing more jobs are being created than there are people to fill them. This in 

turn could drive wages growth with industries needing to increases salaries to attract workers 

and as a by-product further fuelling inflationary pressure. 



 
 

Inflation is undoubtedly one of the key risks to the share market outlook and is one we are 

watching very closely.   

The possibility of economic overheating was acknowledged at the most recent meeting of the US 

Federal Reserve where inflation and GDP forecasts were revised upwards.  Interestingly the 

notes from this meeting also reveal that 7 members of the FOMC now forecast a rate hike next 

year (up from 4 at the last meeting).   This has markets concerned that stimulus may be 

unwound sooner than previously anticipated, and investors will be anxiously watching the 

forthcoming Fed meetings in August (Jackson Hole meeting) and September where the roadmap 

to tapering is expected to be announced.  

These issues aside - conditions have broadly remained favourable for equities and this has seen 

global markets push to record levels.  The ASX200 has pushed up to now be trading at 7342 

points at today’s close (blue line), similar to the S&P 500 (green) and Nasdaq (red) which are all 

at record levels.  

 

 
 

But these record levels have not yet been matched by a commensurate increase in earnings and 

as such markets are also trading at record high valuations.  The following Bloomberg data table 

shows that the ASX200 is currently trading on a PE of almost 20x (19.71x) and has a forward PE 

of 18.42x Dec 22.  Our market rarely trades at/over 20 times for long and the market’s Dividend 

Yield has fallen to just 3.6%. We believe these valuation levels, and the prevailing backdrop of 

inflationary pressure and pending tapering, warrant overall caution.  

ASX 200 valuation metrics below: 



 
 

 
 
 

Similar lofty valuation metrics apply to the Nasdaq which is now trading on 32.7x this year and 

27.6x next years earnings. Valuation metrics below: 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 

BALANCED MULTI-ASSET CLASS 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

As such we have locked in some profits, and have put a bit of protection into the portfolios (via 

cash and/or shorts) given the likely adverse market reaction if tapering begins earlier than 

expected. 

We have recently made the following changes to the portfolios: 

Australian Share Portfolio 

·        The portfolio has added a short position via the BetaShares Strong Bear Fund (BBOZ). 

The fund is currently 2.2 times leveraged to deliver a 2.2% return for each 1% fall in the 

S&P/ASX 200 Index. 

·        Given the cash (4%) and short position (5.5%) in the portfolio, the market exposure has 

been dialled back to circa 84% which we feel is appropriate given the market is trading on a 

multiple of nearly 20x earnings. 

·        The allocation also provides some purchasing power if a 5-10% selloff does occur like we 

are anticipating. 

International ETF Portfolio 

·        The rest of world portfolio has added to its Nasdaq Short position (SNAS) increasing the 

position to 8% of the portfolio. 

·        The position is focussed on higher growth tech companies on the Nasdaq that are trading 

at lofty valuations as opposed to the broader S&P 500 Index 

·        This position dials back US exposure roughly 2% for a multi asset portfolio. 

Multi Asset Portfolio 

·        All of this reduces the equity exposure to circa 56.5% for a Balanced Portfolio (versus the 

60% neutral setting), so moving further underweight at a time when global equity markets keep 

breaching record levels. 

  



 
 

If you would like to know more, please don't hesitate to 

contact
 

 

 

 

 
  

Watershed Funds Management 

Watershed Funds Management is a specialist Managed Account (MDA & SMA) Provider 

and has been a pioneer in the delivery of these portfolio solutions to financial advisers. 

Watershed leverages the expertise of a highly credentialed investment team to form a 

global thematic view that determines asset class and sector allocations. 

Our investment committee structure differs for each SMA and is chaired by an individual 

with niche expertise and a proven track record for managing portfolios within that asset 

class. With a research process that is both rigorous and thorough we have been able to 

deliver strong historical returns across our full suite of Managed Accounts. 

An investment in a Watershed Managed Account provides professional and active 

investment management with full transparency of holdings, transactions and structure. 

Watershed seeks to form a collaborative relationship with advisers, actively 

communicating portfolio strategy in the current market environment so that advisers are 

better equipped to communicate with their clients.. 
 


